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Conchs Begin Practice Sessions For St. Optimism
Pat's After Easy Win Over StTheresa's After Win
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continue their winning ways, they sessions this week. St. Pat’s re-; pily, they have not found themshould be strong favorites to walk ported!y run the same sort of of-' 'selves in a spot where they have
fense that the University of Miami redly needed a top-notch punter,
off with the toga.
This afternoon, the Conchs will sports and at times during the sea- but when they meet clubs like'
get down to work on their next son, the Conchs have been some- South Broward, St Peter and Paul
the what puzzled by the ramifications and Jefferson of Tampa, it may
assignment, a battle with
be different story.
tough St. Pat’s eleven of Miami. of the T.
St. Pat’s will bring with them
Beckman said today that he has Tonight, the Key West QuarterFriday;
a much larger club than Muske- hopes big Jim Solomon will be on back Club will rehash
teers fielded. Scouting reports have tap Friday night. Solomon, who in- .night's clash at their regular dinit that they run from a T with a jured his ankle in an early season ner meeting at 7:30 p. m. in Rahost of bruising linemen to show practice session, has not appeared {monin’s Restaurant. They’ll have
on the Wickers Field gridiron to the movies of the Miami Tech ballthe way.
Coach Ed Beckman said today date. Solomon was slated to handle game.
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one start in that loop. And, if they that be will stress defense in drill the kicking for the Conchs.
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The Key West High School foot*'
ball team, which drubbed St. Therett'f Musketeers by the widest
margin of any schoolboy eleven in
the state Friday night, proved one
they have
ttitaf without a doubt
reserve strength which is going to;
be a big boost when they meet the
tough dubs on their schedule.
In each of their three games,
they have run roughshod over their
opponents to compile an unbeaten
and unscored on record. They currently lead the Gold Coast Conference although they have made but
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SHOOT SERIES WORKS
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goes to the winners

but regardless of the reason the
New York Yankees were a different ball club after beating the
Brooklyn Dodgers U-7 yesterday
a 3-2 lead in the World

jand'taking
Series.

j

For the first time since the 50th
World Series started there was
real excitement in the Yankee
dressing room.
“Pretty good,” Manager Casey
Stengel muttered as he wormed
through the crowd. Then, a few
minutes later, he confessed be felt
optimistic about the outcome of the

series.

“We’re going back to our own
park now, and that should be an
advantage. Last year we had to
play the last two here (Ebbets
Field). And we were behind, 3-2,
instead of ahead, 3-2, so you’d
have to say our chances are bet-
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right-hander
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trouble. But they| Meyer came in overhand with ATLANTA, Oct. 5 UR-“It looks
MIKE’S PLUMBERS who captured the 1953 Island City League baseball crown, poet for tha camera
could easily imagine the Brooks’ his first pitch. Mantle, who had like a long winter.”
ter.”
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sure thing these days that the two
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But
before
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highly
fabatting Bobby Dodd after his
out of Ford again.
{sorely hurt in
World Scries teams willplay them- chunks
he
pitching
er
consulted
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league.
Front row: Jesus Rodriguez, Julio Santana, Pedro Rodrigues, and manager Papo Quc
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Ford lasted only one inning when practice, knocked it far and
vored Georgia Tech team was
selves one awful game along about
a brief
sado.
fourth game at Eb- into the upper deck in left field. pushed all over the field by sur- Jim Turner. Finally, after
he
started
the
of
shortage
really
midway, the
shouted “Ford.”
tThat made the score 5-1, and what- prisingly strong Southern Metho- huddle, Casey
good pitchers being what it is, and bets Field.
“First day we’ve hit," he said.
Saturday.
after
right-handed
happened
pretDressen
had
his
exever
that
was
dist
good job.
the Yankees and Dodgers turned plosives planted again today, with ty much lost in the shuffle.
Dodd might well have been talk- “McDonald did a real
theirs in yesterday.
(Jim McDonald was the Yankee
fellow
hitting
ing
Robinson
third and By the end of the seventh infor several other of his
the way). He
The final score was 11-7 in favor Jackie
Conference coaches Pitcher most of
Roy Campanella fourth. Duke Sni- ning the Yanks were leading 9-2, Southeastern
position
good,
of the Yankees, which meant that der,
fielded
his
and saved
left-handed hitter, was down partly on the strength of Billy Mar- as well as for himself.
Reynolds (Allie
the Amercan Leaguers went into in the sixth slot, below Gil Hodges. tin’s two-run
Tech managed to luck out a 6-4 us some trouble.
chaphomer
in
that
totay’s sixth and possibly final
very confident that ter. They were 10-2 by the time victory over the SMU Mustangs, so Reynolds got the Dodgers out on;
ninth) had!
game leading by three victories Charlie was
than a double play in the
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right-hand
his
good stuff. Maybe he’ll come in
to two.
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Ford loose.
Coaches
Robinson
of
for four runs in the last
handy tomorrow or the next day.”
The four-time-straight world Six home runs were hit in all McDonald
the eighth, mainly on Billy Cox’s nessee, Johnny Vaught of MissisReynolds, who injured his back
champions were back in their own yesterday, but there is some doubt of
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three-run, line-drive homer just sippi and Bob Woodruff of Florida. in the first game, said, “I can Page 6
park in the Bronx with their crack that any one of-them would have over
Alabama, these were the
With
point
barrier.
The
the left
still feel it.” But he added he
young left-hander, Whitey Ford, on been a home run in Yankee Stabeen reached where there waa teams ranked tops in the con- probably could go a couple of inthe mound. The Dodgers, needing dium, where there is room for had
ference.
surprise
that a ball remained
desperately to win this one, were balls to travel in left field. The some
All five had successful seasons nings today and tomorrow, if necinside the bandbox park,
relying on their new World Series guess here is that five would have,
last
wound up in a* New essary.
What little drama there was In Year’syear,
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Steve Meilinger’s running to beat “Our back’s to the wall again opposition to shreads, the South third conquest.
but now both unbeaten and very the Gators 26-13. Bob Hardy and and it’s up to Erskine,” he said. Benders could go right through,
The Udans made Oregon their streaked dowa the sidelines
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men ripped Mississippi 13-0, end- comed the opportunity to face the skein. After that, it’s Navy, Penn, football. California, usually a PCC were going to be the winners.
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Duke had too much offense for “I haven’t pitched with two days
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outstanding the bard-charging Tiger line and improved color television pietfl
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slam homer off reliefer Russ Mey- team for the first time in many a alert defensive necks. Auburn held tube for home receivers ia ¦
come along.**
er, the Yankees blasted four cir- moon—unless Georgia Tech snaps tbe Rebels to 32 yards rushing ready for mass production.
He expressed the hope that Florcuit swats over the short fences out of the doldrums. The Engi- and 71 yards passing in winning The new tube was described!
ida will come up with a game this
to account for eight of their runs in neers, tied by Florida two weeks its first SEC victory since beating revolutionary by Bruce A. Coll
season like the one Kentuckyago, defeated Southern Methodist! Tulane 21-0 in its fifth game of the president of CBS-Hytron, elected
an 11-7 triumph.
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;
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get
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with his life to'learn or more bits during the past !
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who gained 51 yards in 12 carries
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and General Auto RepM
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